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Abstract 

 

Sagarika Ghose,  the rumored writer,  anchorperson writer is  at  present  the counseling 

proofreader of  Times of  India.  Ghose got  her four year cert i f ication in  History from St .  

S tephen's College,  Delhi .  A beneficiary of  the Rhodes grant in  1987, she has a  Bachelor's  

Degree in  Modern History from Magdalen College and a M.Phil.  from St  Antony's  College, 

Oxford.  Since 1991,  she has worked at  The Times Of India,  Outlook magazine and The Indian 

Express and was agent editorial  manager and prime t ime grapple on the news arrange CNN -

IBN.  

 

Introduction 

Ghose has been a columnist since 1991 and has worked at The Times Of India, Outlook 

magazine and The Indian Express. In 2004 she turned into the principal lady to host Question 

Time India. She was the representative manager and a prime time grapple on the news arrange 

CNN-IBN. Her works and communicates have earned her prominence and furthermore analysis 

from conservative watchers. Ghose left CNN-IBN on 5 July 2014 after the system was obtained 

by the Mukesh Ambani-drove Reliance Industries ltd. She was appointee supervisor of the 

channel. 

Ghose is the recipient of several awards 

1. NT Award for Best Public Debate Show in 2013 

2. Gr8-ITA award for Excellence in Journalism in 2009 

3. Aparajita Award for Excellence in Journalism FICCI Ladies Organisation in 2005 

4. CF Andrews Award in 2012 

5. ITA Best Anchor Award from the Indian Television Academy (ITA) in 2014 

6. C.H.Mohammed Koya National Award for journalism in 2017 

Ghose is the author of two novels, The Gin Drinkers published in 1998 and Blind 

Faith worldwide in 2004. The Gin Drinkers was also published in the Netherlands. 

  

Indira: India’s Most Powerful Prime Minister  
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The stepping out of distinction, the subduing of decent variety and the internment of contention 

is, truth be told, most un-Indian. Any individual who looks to end that exchange procedure is 

overlooking Indianness and energy. The liberal Indian contends for the privileges of the 

underestimated in the custom of Gandhi for trust, common comprehension and extension 

building. Genuine enthusiasm lies in out-dated thoughts of convenience, fellowship and 

liberality; not in power, muscle flexing and strength. Why I Am a Liberal is Sagarika Ghose's 

enthusiastic reflection on why India should be liberal. 

The Gin Drinkers 

New Delhi's fluid imperialism is headed out. The old social request is disintegrating. Those 

naturally introduced to English-talking benefit - Uma, the England-returned graduate; Madhavi, 

the scholarly, and columnist Dhruv; Shantanu, the government employee, and his better half 

Anasuya; Deekay, the white collar class progressive; Pamela Sen, the committed instructor; 

Ikram Gilchrist, the acclaimed creator - are gradually however unquestionably yielding ground to 

the subaltern. In the annoy and stir of this change, a puzzling pack of hoodlums is taking old and 

uncommon books from the places of the well-behaved. Who are these individuals? Where are 

they taking these books? Also, who is the secretive Jai Prakash? What is his mystery? The Gin 

Drinkers is a tragicomedy of habits and a genuine mirror to the class and station clashes that 

characterize present day India. 

Blind Faith  

New Delhi's fluid expansionism is en route out. The old social request is disintegrating. Those 

naturally introduced to English-talking benefit - Uma, the England-returned graduate; Madhavi, 

the scholastic, and writer Dhruv; Shantanu, the government worker, and his better half Anasuya; 

Deekay, the white collar class progressive; Pamela Sen, the committed instructor; Ikram 

Gilchrist, the celebrated writer - are gradually however most likely yielding ground to the 

subaltern. In the annoy and stir of this change, a strange posse of cheats is taking old and 

uncommon books from the places of the well-behaved. Who are these individuals? Where are 

they taking these books? What's more, who is the baffling Jai Prakash? What is his mystery? The 

Gin Drinkers is a tragicomedy of habits and a genuine mirror to the class and rank clashes that 

characterize current India. 

Why I Am a Liberal: A Manifesto for Indians Who Believe in Individual Freedom 

The stepping out of contrast, the suppressing of assorted variety and the internment of contention 

is, actually, most un-Indian. Any individual who tries to end that discourse procedure is 

disregarding Indianness and enthusiasm. The liberal Indian contends for the privileges of the 

underestimated in the custom of Gandhi for trust, shared comprehension and extension building. 
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Genuine nationalism lies in antiquated thoughts of convenience, fellowship and liberality; not in 

power, muscle flexing and strength. Why I Am a Liberal is Sagarika Ghose's energetic reflection 

on why India should be liberal. 

Delhi, Jaipur and Agra (Globetrotter Travel Pack) 

The exceptionally effective "Globetrotter Travel" arrangement, which incorporates Travel 

Guides, Maps and Road Atlases, by and by spreads in excess of 80 goals around the world. The 

convenient pocket-measure guide is stuffed with valuable data, tips and suggestions, joined by 

shading photos, diagrams and maps out of the blue explorer who needs to encounter the real 

features that Delhi, Jaipur and Agra need to offer.This travel book outperforms different aides in 

that it consolidates fundamental data in a simple to-convey and simple to-peruse design that is 

alluring and helpful in the meantime. It gives a guest an important prologue to Delhi, Jaipur and 

Agra by succinctly featuring the urban communities' 'must see' territories in a pragmatic and easy 

to understand position, along these lines urging the traveler to benefit as much as possible from 

his/her accessible time. All the fundamental data you have to get around a new city is compacted 

into valuable and viable 'At-a-Glance' segments toward the finish of every section. The overlay 

out guide of Delhi, Jaipur and Agra is perfect for travelers and guests. Notwithstanding the 

primary guide of Northern India, it highlights 1 nitty gritty territory guide of the Golden 

Triangle, 5 town plans and 6 site plans. 

Conclusion 

Sagarika Ghose has been a columnist for very nearly three decades, beginning her vocation with 

The Times of India, therefore moving to Outlook magazine and The Indian Express. She has 

been a primetime newscaster at present is Consulting Editor, The Times Of India. She is 

additionally a political reporter on the news channel ET Now. Ghose is the creator of the as of 

late distributed top of the line history of Indira Gandhi, "Indira, India's Most Powerful Prime 

Minister." She is likewise the creator of two books, both distributed around the world. 
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